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Thank you for inviting the Arkansas Writers in the Schools
to give an in-service presentation at your school. We hope you

find the exercises in this guidebook useful, and, more importantly,
we hope you are inspired to read contemporary poetry and to

develop your own ideas for writing exercises based on the modeling
activities discussed here. The possibilities are unlimited.

This book was compiled by Bethany Edstrom and Tara Bray,
but consists of exercises developed and refined by many

current and former WITS teachers. In particular, we'd like to thank
Sandy Longhorn and Alison Pelegrin for their contributions

to this guidebook.

This book is provided without additional charge to all teachers
participating in the WITS in-service program during the 2001-02
school year, and additional copies are not for sale. For questions
about the WITS program, or about inviting a WITS team to your
school to conduct a workshop for students, please contact us at

(479) 575-4301 or by e-mail at wits@cavern.uark.edu.





AN INTRODUCTION TO POETRY

Naomi Shihab Nye worked for many years in a program in Texas that is similar to WITS.
She wrote this poem in response to a student who approached her after a workshop with
his name and address and asked her to write him a poem. This poem is a good one to use
when introducing poetry. Students enjoy listening to it, and it lets them know where to
find ideas for poetry. Anywhere!

Valentine for Ernest Mann

You can't order a poem like you order a taco.
Walk up to the counter, say, "I'll take two,"
and expect it to be handed back to you
on a shiny plate.

Still, I like your spirit.
Anyone who says, "Here's my address,
write me a poem," deserves something in reply.
So I'll tell a secret instead:
poems hide. In the bottoms of our shoes,
they are sleeping. They are the shadows
drifting across our ceiling the moment
before we wake up. What we have to do
is live in a way that lets us find them.

Once I knew a man who gave his wife
two skunks for a valentine.
He couldn't understand why she was crying.
"I thought they had such beautiful eyes."
And he was serious. He was a serious man
who lived in a serious way. Nothing was ugly
just because the world said so. He really
liked those skunks. So, he re-invented them
as Valentines, and they became beautiful.
At least, to him. And the poems that had been hiding
in the eyes of skunks for centuries
crawled out and curled up at his feet.

Maybe if we re-invent whatever our lives give us
we find poems. Check your garage, the odd sock
in your drawer, the person you almost like, but not quite.
And let me know.

Naomi Shihab Nye
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HOW A WITS PRESENTATION BEGINS

Whether we're working with first graders or high school seniors, the first ten minutes of a
WITS presentation proceed like this:

We ask the students what they already know about poetry. Their responses (and our
answers) remain remarkably constant:

"It rhymes." Yes, many poems do rhyme. But do they have to rhyme? No!

"Poems are short." Yes, many poems are short, and usually they are shorter than
stories and essays. But has anyone ever read a long poem? Some poems fill up
entire books, including some poems like The Iliad and The Odyssey that were
written thousands ofyears ago.

"Poems are about love." Lots ofpoets write about love, but we also like to write
about all kinds ofother things, too.

"Poems begin with 'Roses are red, violets are blue.'" I've heard that poem too,
but I 'm more interested in hearing a poem that you make up by yourself Can you
put words together in a way I've never heard before?

Then we ask the students what poems can be about. Often this discussion emerges
naturally from the discussion of what the students know about poetry. As the students call
out ideas, we sort their suggestions on the blackboard in two lists. On one side, we list
abstractions: feelings like love, hate, anger, jealousy, etc., as well as ideas like justice,
peace, heaven, and patriotism. Other abstractions the students often suggest are death,
war, childhood, seasons, etc.

In another list we include concrete objects the students suggest. These (as we explain to
the students later) are objects that we can get to with our five senses (we list the five
senses on the board: seeing, touching, hearing, smelling, and tasting). For younger
children, we may define concrete objects as "things you can pour gravy over," again
emphasizing that the objects must have a physical presence. A sample list might include a
dog, a sheep, a pencil, clouds, a basketball, and a butterfly.

Next, we discuss how the concrete words are different from the abstract words:

"Can you see a butterfly?" Yes!

"Can you see sadness?" (Often, many students will say yes here.)

"We really can't see sadness, though. What do you see when you think you're
seeing sadness?" I can see a person crying.
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"Right, but what you're seeing are tears, and the person's face all scrunched up
like this-" (Teacher makes a sad face) "-Is that the same thing as seeing
sadness?" iVa!

"Can you hear a butterfly?" Again, the students may argue. But we point out that
almost every concrete object can make a sound of some kind, even if the sound
is very soft.

"Can you taste a butterfly?" Ewwww! "I know it's gross, but could you taste a
butterfly if you wanted to?" Yes! "Can you taste sadness?" No!

Students almost always enjoy this portion ofthe lesson. They are already beginning to
see that there are no limits to poetry, that it doesn't have to rhyme or be about love,
flowers, and rainbows. They imagine what it would feel like and taste like to have the
flapping wings of a butterfly twitching around inside their mouths, and they may be
revolted, but they're listening, and usually by this point they're engaged.

Next, we ask students to guess whether poets prefer to use concrete words or abstract
words. This is a tough question, and the answers the students give vary classroom by
classroom. This is an important question, though, and we spend time if necessary to
convince the students that poets like to use concrete words instead of abstract words.
This is the "thesis statement" ofthe WITS presentation. Yes (we tell the students),
abstract ideas are important in poetry and in our lives. We wouldn't want to live without
love, without friendship or hope or peace or heaven, or even without "bad" feelings like
anger, jealousy, or boredom. But we can convey these ideas to our readers using concrete
words, and in doing so we can not only surprise and delight our readers by using words
he or she never thought of putting together before, but we can also be extremely specific.
Is my love for chocolate chip cookies the same as my love for my mother? Of course not!
But I use the word "love" for both things! Through examples like these, students begin to
see the limitations of abstract words.

Some WITS teachers illustrate this point like this:

"Okay, I'm going to write a poem. Let's see. I'm going to write about my
boyfriend. Here's my poem: I'm in love, and love

is great-it's fun to be in love
and I love it. Love makes me feel
really good, and my boyfriend
is great because I love him.
He's also cute and handsome
which is why I love him.
Love is great. I love love!

Was that a good poem? Be honest."

iVa!
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"It wasn't? Okay, let me try again. How about this: When I think ofmy boyfriend,
oceans of roses bloom
in the desert.

Which poem did you like best, the first one, or the second one?"

The second one!

"Why?"

The answers will vary, and of course there's no right or wrong answer. Some students
will even defend the merits of the first poem! However, the important message here is
that the second poem conveys the astonishment, wonder, and beauty that the speaker
wants to express without ever using an abstract word. Students seem to understand this
brief poem: they point out over and over again that not only do the roses in the desert
suggest the beauty of love, but they also visually convey an image of an ocean (with the
petals looking like the ripples ofocean water), and that roses in a desert would be a
miracle, and therefore would be difficult to account for or understand, like love.

As you read contemporary poetry, you will find countless examples of poems that convey
abstract feelings through concrete images. We suggest that you share these poems with
your students, even if you have to edit them somewhat to make the content more age
appropriate.

Once we've convinced the students that concrete language is the way to go, the fun
begins. WITS teachers are encouraged to improvise, to read poems and design new
exercises as they go, to use the mood ofthe class, the spontaneous comments of the
children, and the resources already available in the classroom as inspiration for their
lessons. Sometimes our lessons don't work as well as we might have hoped, but even in
those cases the students enjoy playing with language and creating original imagery. In
these pages, we've included several ideas for exercises that do work, that we've used
over and over again successfully with students in elementary, middle, and high schools.
We've grouped these exercises into three categories. First are language-based exercises,
in which no specific assignment is given, but the students are asked to use certain words
or groups of words, or to use words in particular ways. The second category consists of
modeling exercises, in which we read the students a poem, discuss it, and then ask the
students to imitate some aspect of the poem. Finally, we've included a couple of ideas for
encouraging students to revise and improve their poems after they complete their initial
drafts.

We hope you will use the exercises in this handbook not as an ultimate manual in how to
teach poetry, but rather as an inspiration for your own process of reading poetry and
designing exercises for your classrooms. As WITS teachers, we envy the year-long
relationships you have with your students, and we encourage you to make the reading and
writing ofpoetry an important part ofyour classes throughout the year. Enjoy!
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WITS EXERCISES ARE LANGUAGE-BASED AND TECHNIQUE-BASED,
NEVER CONTENT-BASED.

If "concrete words are better than abstract words" is our thesis statement for teachers,
then the above is our thesis statement for teachers. It means that instead ofasking
students to write about particular topics, we assign them to use particular language or
particular techniques to write about whatever topic comes to mind, or about no topic at
all. We find that the important topics (i.e. whichever topics are important to the students
at a given time) will surface regardless ofwhat we ask them to write about. By focusing
our teaching on language and on the techniques of creative writing, we give the students a
way to write well about the topics that interest them.

LANGUAGE-BASED ACTIVITIES:

The Eight-Line Warmup--grades 4 and up

I used this exercise for the first time with a particularly recalcitrant group of ninth
graders. I got the idea from "Twenty Little Poetry Projects," an exercise suggested by Jim
Simmerman in Robin Behn and Chase Twitchell's wonderful book The Practice of
Poetry. The exercise has since been adapted widely and has worked well for students as
young as fourth grade.

I use this exercise as a warm-up on the second day of WITS workshops, and I try to take
no more than 10-15 minutes with it. I tell the students that we are warming up our
imaginations, just as we would want to do some jogging and stretching to warm up our
muscles before an athletic event. I tell them that they will be writing an eight-line poem,
and that each line may be as long or as short as they want it to be, but that I will give
them an instruction for each line, and they will need to follow each instruction in any way
that appeals to them. Then they are free to put anything else in the poem that they wish. I
tell them not to think too much as they write, and not to worry about being "right" or
about making sense-I want them to write down the first thing that comes to mind, no
matter how weird their ideas may seem.

The possibilities for the instructions are endless. Some are as simple as asking the
students to include a particular word in one line (see the word bank activity for some
examples of good words). Most of the ideas listed under the brainstorming exercise work
well here too. I also include instructions that force the student to use the five senses--e.g.
"use the word "salty' (taste), "include a faraway sound' (hearing), "use the words "like
silk' (touch), etc. At the end ofthe poem, I always try to return to something I used
earlier in the poem, either by asking the students to repeat a line or phrase or by returning
to a topic and asking them to say something new about it.

Here are some examples of sets of instructions:

1) Begin the poem in a kitchen. Describe what kind of a kitchen it is and what's going on
there.
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2) Something is making a repetitive noise. What is the noise like?

3) Put something green in this line.

4) Put a person in this line and have your person say something.

5) Include the name of a shape (e.g. triangle, hexagon, trapezoid, etc.)

6) Use the word "slippery."

7) Bring back the person who was in line 4, and tell us something specific about that
person's face (e.g. what do his/her eyelashes look like? What about her nostrils? I have
the students stay away from adjectives here, and focus on very specific nouns and verbs).

8) Something has changed about the repetitive noise in line 2. It could be louder, faster,
etc, or it could have stopped. What has happened?

Or maybe...

1) Include a specific U.S. state in this line, as well as a color.

2) Include an animal in this line, and have the animal do something with its paws or
claws.

3) Include some kind ofwater in this line (a river, rain, a fish tank, ice cubes, tears, etc.)

4) Use the word "wind" in this line (I point out that this word has very different meanings
when used as a noun and as a verb).

5) In this line, say that some object is the shape of the state you mentioned in line 1
(example: "The frying pan is shaped like Oklahoma." The students should feel free to be
as weird and inventive as they want here, of course).

6) Begin this line with the words "Nobody notices... ," and also use the same color you
used in line 1.

7) Use the word "wound" here (this word also has a couple of different meanings).

8) In this line, close the poem any way you want, but the last word ofthe poem must be
"dust. "
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One more example:

1) Tell a lie in your first line (I usually give an example here to illustrate that telling a lie
doesn't have to be "bad": an example could be "The stars in the Big Dipper sleep in my
bed when they're tired," etc.)

2) Include an insect in this line.

3) Ask a question in this line.

4) Include a specific year in this line (the year could be a calendar year, like 1985, 1350,
2002, etc., or the students may say something like "the year I was born," "the year the
tornado hit Little Rock," etc.).

5) Include something in this line that is broken.

6) In this line, take the topic about which you lied in line 1, and say something true about
it. (In the case ofmy example above, this line could be, "The Big Dipper rises at night
and twists lazily through the sky).

7) Answer the question you asked in line 3 (as always, feel free to be "weird.")

8) The last word of the poem should be the name of the insect in line 2.

This exercise generates some of the most consistently interesting poems we see. I think it
works because they force the students to write without logic, and poems are, for the most
part, instruments of imagery and mystery rather than logic.

Student poems:

Apples

The apple sat in a basket in the kitchen
on the table with its friends and family.

The window is up and the curtains are flying blowing
cold winter air on the apples, they are very cold.

Then all of a sudden, the apple's owner comes in without a shirt,
showing his muscle. While the little boy is showing his muscle,

his mom walks in
and says, "That is why you have a cold now
and why is this window open?"

As the Mom is closing the window, a bird
flies in, so she and the son run upstairs, while the boy

says, "Stay here, Mom, I will go to Jack's house and get a net
to get the bird out." About the time he got back,

the bird was eating the apple, while the apple was screaming and the boy
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was mad because his friend
would not let him borrow his net

so the boy opened the window and
the bird felt the warm hot weather and other birds

singing so the bird went out and began to sing
while I closed the window and said, "Mom, you can come down now."
When she came down, the boy was putting Band-Aids on the apple.

Regina Lynn Lee
Townsend Park Intermediate School
Pine Bluff, AR

The Description

The flamingo learned how to stand
On one leg last Sunday, but it fell
And it made a pounding sound on the ground.
It started to tremble when it got back
Up. The flamingo's beak goes out and then
Curves down. It is a big, pink bird that
Is skinny. The flamingo doesn't have any
Claws to rip anything with. Where the flamingo
Lives is close to the smell of pine trees.
The flamingo is as harmless as a toothbrush.

Paxton Marotti
West Junior High School
West Memphis, AR

Using a Given Title-grades 5 and up

This exercise stems from the long list of captivating titles in the work of Wallace Stevens.
If you could find a copy ofhis collected works, that would be wonderful, but you don't
have to limit the choices to his titles. The point of the exercise is to give students a list of
interesting titles as a springboard for their own poems. You can distribute these titles in
many ways. We sometimes read a long list of them and have students jot down the ones
that they find most interesting, and then they choose one from their lists to be the title of
the poem they will write. Sometimes we prewrite the titles on small slips ofpaper and
pass them out, three per student, and let them choose one of the three as their own. In
addition, it is helpful to put a word bank on the board and have the students use a certain
number of words from the bank in their poems. This will keep their language fresh and
interesting. This combiaation ofcreative title, interesting words and each student's
imagination helps stude*ts to write successful poems.
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Below are some titles that we like to use. You are welcome to use these or come up with
your own:

Poem titles from The Collected Poems ofWallace Stevens:

Palace of the Babies
The Bird with the Coppery, Keen Claws
The Worms at Heaven's Gate
Last Looks at the Lilacs
Snow and Stars
Gray Stones and Gray Pigeons
Mud Master
A Fish-Scale Sunrise
Mountains Covered with Cats
Loneliness in Jersey City
A Rabbit as King of the Ghosts
A Weak Mind in the Mountains
Oak Leaves are Hands

The World is Larger in Summer
The Dove in the Belly
Men Made out of Words
A Lot ofPeople Bathing in a Stream
A Golden Woman in a Silver Mirror
The Planet on the Table
The River ofRivers in Connecticut
A Quiet Normal Life
No Possum, No Sop, No Taters
The Bed of Old John Zeller
Dutch Graves in Bucks County
The Candle of a Saint
Lions in Sweden

Chapter Titles from Son of the Circus by John Irving:

The Famous Twin
Because an Elephant Stepped on a Seesaw
A Slum isBom
Two Different Men, Both Wide Awake
Now the Elephants will be Angry
Not a Wise Choice ofPeople to Offend
A Dirty Hippie
The Wrong Toe
The Crow on the Ceiling Fan
A HalfDozen Cobras
Bedbugs Ahead

The Hawaiian Shirt
The Bottommost Drawer
The First-floor Dogs
Inexplicable Hairlessness
Remembering Aunt Promila
What the Dwarf Sees
Lunch is Followed by Depression
Three Old Missionaries Fall Asleep
All Together in one Small Apartment
Ready for Rabies
The Night ofTen Thousand Steps

Titles ofyoung adult novels found in the Stuttgart Junior High School library:

They'll Never Make a Movie Starring Me
It Must Have Been the Fishsticks
The Coach that Nobody Liked

Student Poems:

It Must Have Been the Fishsticks

It must have been the fishsticks
Those darn fishsticks
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That swam from Argentina
And raided the U.S.
By using their brilliance in chemistry
They turned diamonds into undershirts.
Oh, what a horrible thing to do!
Then out of those undershirts
They made their own flag
Being navy, lime green, and red
They also drew minnows
On the flags that struck fear in humans
That reminded them of what they once were.
Meanwhile, up in the frozen terrain of Alaska
The army ofcornbread was brainstorming a plan
A plan to make the fishsticks fail
A plan to rid the U.S. of their horrible wrath.
And then they made their move.
On a Tuesday at dusk they began their march.
Oh, those brave cornbread souls.
Never will they escape my memory.
The battle was long and hard.
But in the end the cornbread prevailed!
And for their victory meal
They fried the fishsticks
And ate watermelons for dessert.

Nora Gibbons
Stuttgart Junior High School
Stuttgart, AR

A Lot of Dwarves Bathing in a Stream

There were a bunch of dwarves bathing
In a stream in Paris.
They do this every second Tuesday in December.
The dwarves stood around in the stream
With the wind blowing.
They were bathing in the stream.
They all trembled because they were frozen.
The rocks were sharp and slippery.
And yet, none of them minded.
After it's all over, they sprint to the cabin.
With their muscles tense, they head to the highway.

Drew Ninemire
West Junior High School
West Memphis, AR
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The Word Bank-all ages

We always provide a word bank when we use the title exercise, and we often use them
for the modeling exercises in the next section. We also use word banks any time the
students seem "stuck" with a particular exercise. We write a list of 20-30 words on the
blackboard and tell the students that they need to include at least eight of the words in
their poems. There is no "rule" for the words given in the bank, but we tend to prefer
vivid nouns and verbs, unusual adjectives, specific proper nouns, and words like
"swallow," "wind," and "navy" that can have multiple meanings.

muscle twist blizzard splatter
curl yawn dangle hungry
break fumble shatter terrible
smother history crash clutter
shiver sink blackberry blurry
field spill ditch nest
blister seed needle turquoise
tremble belly scab rectangle
highway swoop collapse Tuesday
backwards hang quiver Texas
ash railroad bees master
thunder freckle whistle wriggle
navy shaggy crow stock
charge sleeve swarm shell
wound flame dribble shambles

Generating Word Banks: The Language Activity

Sometimes we incorporate activities that provide the opportunity for students to come up
with their own word banks. We call this the Language Activity because it encourages the
students to experiment with language in their poetry.

In order to successfully use this activity, select several poems to read to the class that
have especially interesting language. You will read these poems to the students, and as
you do so, the students will write down any words or phrases they especially like. They
might write down the word, dribble and the phrase, loved like a country. They might list
the word, wreck, the phrase, cricket snapping open its wings and the short sentence, He
went halfblind and started being a gospelpreacher. After several poems have been
read, the students will have a decent list of words and phrases. They can use them to
write a poem about anything they choose. They can even mix up the phrases: The
preacher dribbled soup on an angel snapping open her wings. He said her heart was big
as a country. This is a great way to encourage students to experiment with language and
incorporate interesting language into their own poems.
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Student poems:

1942 from 2001

The wind like bones rises like rust on a burning chair.
The burning chair sits by the window with strange peace.
Blue gas fills the air of what now forms a new planet.
The red lake transforms into a panther.
The summer is soaked, extreme in red.
The dead grow less dead in 1942, without pain.
The killing of ants is in the air.

Laura Claussen
Coleman Intermediate School
Pine Bluff, AR

Soaking it Up

Little German girl rewinds the almanac
To watch where the year gone
Past really did go.

The radio station is playing "Turn Back
The Hand of Time," and she does.

Going back to her younger years
She remembers running carelessly
Through the fields of swaying com.

She remembers losing track of time.
Every day seemed to be cut short
Because the night came too early.

Soaking up bottled-in emotions of
A strange little girl. Don't bang
The windows. Come in and let
Me cut down that peach tree of
Sorrow.

You're always welcome inside. I
Knew you were coming, little
Strange girl. The almanac told
Me. It also told me about
The rainshower of tears that
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Brought you here. Planting
Flowers on your way into
Bewilderment.

Darrin Coopwood
Hughes High School
Hughes, AR

Guided Brainstorming-all ages

This exercise works as well for college undergraduates as it does for second graders. It is
especially helpful for early readers and writers because it provides students the
opportunity to read and write words that might not come up in ordinary reading and
spelling lessons. Teachers should, of course, select categories that will be interesting and
fruitful for the age group ofthe students in the class.

Depending on the time available and the attention span of the students, we choose
anywhere from three to eight topics that will generate different kinds ofwords (nouns,
verbs, place names, adjectives, etc.) Some will generate entire phrases, not just words. As
the students call out their ideas, we write these ideas on the board. We generally don't
worry too much about organizing the words by topic, since the object of the exercise is to
mix the words up into sentences.

A partial list of topics includes the following:

Machines
Items found in a kitchen junk drawer (or at a construction site, in a car, on a workbench,

in a bam-anything to generate specific and specialized nouns)
Parts of a face (point out that this can be a human or an animal face, and that the list can

include items like scars and birthmarks that occur on some faces, but not all)
Names of rivers (or islands, towns, streets, countries, mountains, etc.)
Words relating to music (this can include types of music, instruments, songs, singers, or

technical musical terms if the students know them)
Kinds of insects (birds, fish, etc.)
Things that water can do (bubble, trickle, boil, evaporate, freeze, etc.)
Verbs that go along with winter
Words that contain a 'z' sound (or another interesting sound)
Foods you don't like
Things that happened before you were born (this can be anything from the students' own

conception and birth to the signing of the Declaration of Independence.
Sometimes we limit this to movies, TV shows, and musical references from
before they were born, which baffles the students at first until they realize that
they can list all the movies and shows their parents talk about from the "old
days.")
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As a variation, sometimes we'll ask older students to brainstorm privately on their own
sheets of paper. Then, we may have them trade, and write with the words other students
have generated.

The end result of this exercise, of course, is a poem that mixes and matches the
brainstormed languages in unexpected ways. Students will almost invariably create
similes and metaphors, and you can point these out to them when they're finished, as they
probably won't realize what they've done.

The following language was generated from the following topics: (1) Things you find on
the ground, (2) purple things, (3) parts ofa face, (4) foods you don't like, (5) things you
do when you're bored, and (6) words that have to do with time.

cigarette butts
penrnes
McDonalds wrappers
dirty socks
old homework papers
bus tickets
dust
dogpoo
grapes
bruises
'I-shirts
the opposing team's uniforms
the bottom stripe on the rainbow
plums
tuna noodle casserole
coffee
sardines
clean my room
cut my own hair
make crank calls
century
Wednesday
hour
clock

Student Poem:

Why I Love You

You wiggle like a duck. You
Tick-tock around. Sometimes you
Are tacky and sticky. You like

Aqua Fresh for Kids Toothpaste
Dimetapp
a king's robes
eyelashes
nostrils
whiskers
pores
chin
dimples
complexion
pimples
scars
fangs
milk moustache
blue cheese dressing
Frosted Mini-Wheats
cafeteria pizza
fight with my brother
make 'secret recipes'
minute
eternity
midnight
week
tick
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hairline
beard
goatee
tongue
temples
forehead
nosehair
earlobes
inS

pupil
okra
broccoli
mustard
chitterlings
milk
oatmeal
sleep
watch TV
smg
second
1985
January
eon
mornmg



Salty and fluffy google bugs.
You like jigsaw puzzles. You
Like to juggle balls. Your stomach
Rumbles. You like to twist a
Lot. You waddle really funny.
You have an Irish shamrock
Necklace. You have got alligator
Sharp teeth. You're really good
On the computer. You eat
Bar-b-que. You look through
The kaleidoscope.

Carey Elizabeth Witt
Harrisburg Elementary School
Harrisburg. AR

TECHNIQUE-BASED (MODELING) EXERCISES:

The Backwards Movie--Sth grade and up

Boys Backward and Forward

Let's roll this whole movie backwards
And see swimmers sucked along feet first
By their thrashing wakes, silly grins vanishing
Under inverted splashes, then feet and legs
Arcing up softly to the quivering board
Where they'll bounce a bit, then retreat, retreat.

Where do they go, those glistening selves,
Tanned and dripping with their yawning summers?
Why are they climbing into cutoffs and T-shirts
With such eager faces? Why would they scatter
Backwards down the driveway on wobbly bikes?

Already the June leafage is draining away
Into paler shades ofMay and April.
The last freak snowfall mushrooms over brown grass
Before fluttering upward. Soon we will reappear
Clumsy-legged among snowbanks, catching snowballs
And disassembling them carefully back to our feet.
We'll be just faces now, peering out
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from the hoods of our fur-lines parkas,
and everyone will be busy swallowing
cloud after cloud of indigestible words.

David Graham

I begin this activity by asking students to imagine that they are watching a movie
backwards on a VCR. What does that look like? Not only do things go backwards, but
they go fast-people speed around backwards through doors and take off backwards into
heavy traffic in their cars. At the dinner table, they regurgitate neat piles of food back
onto their plates. If a person in injured, a pool ofblood might spurt back in to his or her
wound. If there is a gun in the movie, the gun in an instrument of healing, sucking the
bullets out ofa dead or injured person and making him or her well again.

This activity generates all kinds ofpossibilities for unusual imagery and irony. We read
the poem and then discuss it carefully-what is actually going on in the movie the
speaker is watching backwards? We point out the way the poet shows the passage of
time, by referring to the months and seasons and to the changing foliage on the trees.
Older students can appreciate the fact that watching the movie backwards enhances the
distance the speaker feels from the images of his own childhood.

The last few lines of the poem are tricky, but students love them. Why are there clouds
coming out of the children's mouths at the end of the poem? We remind the students that
it is winter-what comes out ofour mouths in clouds when it's cold out? We ask the
class to imagine watching a backwards movie ofkids outside in winter, and they smile as
they imagine the clouds ofevaporated breath being sucked back into the children's
mouths. Then we explain that the poet says that words are like these clouds of steam; if
we could see our words in a movie, we would see them all being sucked back into our
mouths when we played the movie backwards.

All kinds of simple, everyday activities create wonderful backwards-movie poems.
Eating always works well, as do poems about being injured or sick (imagine a backwards
movie in which a person visits the doctor with her arm in a neat cast. The doctor
meticulously removes the cast layer by layer, reverses the set of the bone so the patient's
arm is crooked again, and sends her home bleeding and in pain, where she lies down
beside her house at the foot of a ladder, then shoots back up to the top of the ladder and is
miraculously uninjured again). Sports work well too: a meticulous description ofa
baseball game is fascinating if imagined in reverse. The trick here is to encourage the
students to take time to be really detailed and imagine the backwards event as fully as
possible. This is a great activity to complete as a group, so students can help one another
imagine every stage of the backwards process.
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Student Poems:

The River

The waterfall in the river getting
Sucked back up the cliff,
The river disappearing,
The rapids getting calmer,
Clouds moving back into the sky,
Lightning going up instead of down,
Rain getting sucked into the clouds as if by a vacuum cleaner
The river disappears
When all that is left
Is a deep hole in the ground, and a hot summer day,
Drying up everything.

Ashley Taylor
Flippin Elementary School
Flippin, AR

The Reverse

The field was covered in dead ducks.
We sat down in the pit to begin the hunt.
One by one our guns sucked the bullets
From the ducks until we had reached our limit.
The ducks flew away peacefully.

Brandon Evans
Walnut Ridge High School
Walnut Ridge, AR

Cherish Your Wilderness-5th grade and up

You Are in Bear Country

Advice from a pamphlet published by the
Canadian Minister ofthe Environment

They've
been here
for thousands of years.
You're
the visitor.
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Avoid
encounters. Think ahead.
Keep clear
ofberry patches,
garbage dumps, carcasses.
On woods walks bring
noisemakers, bells.
Clap hands along the trail
or sing
but in dense brush
or by running water
bear may not hear your clatter.
Whatever else
don't whistle. Whistling
is thought by some to imitate
the sounds bears make when they mate.

You need to know
there are two kinds:
ursus arctus horribilis
or grizzly
and ursus americanus
the smaller black
said to be
somewhat less likely to attack.
Alas, a small horribilis
is difficult to distinguish
from a large americanus.

Although
there is no
guaranteed life-saving way
to deal with an aggressive bear
some ploys
have proved more
successful than others.
Running's a poor choice.
Bear can outrun a racehorse.

Once you're face to face
speak softly. Take
off your pack
and set it down
to distract the grizzly.
Meanwhile back
slowly toward a large
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sparsely branched tree
but remember
black bears are agile climbers
in which case
a tree may not offer escape.

As a last resort you can
play dead. Drop
to the ground face down.
In this case
wearing your pack
may shield your body from attack.
Courage. Lie still. Sometimes
your bear may veer away.
If not
bears have been known
to inflict only minor injuries
upon the prone.

Is death
by bear to be preferred
to death by bomb? Under
these extenuating circumstances
your mind may make absurd
leaps. The answer's yes.
Come on in. Cherish
your wilderness.

Maxine Kumin

The gist of this poem is that bears are dangerous, and that if we want to enjoy the
wilderness, we have to accept this danger. The bears are not going to go away, nor should
they. There are ways to avoid them, but even these strategies aren't foolproof, especially
when there's no surefire way to tell a large black bear from a small grizzly. This is a good
time to introduce the idea of the implied metaphor: Maxine Kumin never says, "The
dangers we face in our lives are like bears," but that's what she means. We ask the
students if they think Kumin wants everyone to stay home and avoid the wilderness
because bears are too dangerous, and the students immediately understand that Kumin
advises doing just the opposite-that she believes we need to embrace risk as a part of the
richness of life.

It's worth mentioning that in early October of2001, we discussed this poem with a group
of students at Stuttgart Middle School, and one student raised his hand and said, "It's like
what President Bush said after the terrorist attacks. He said we were supposed to go on
with our lives, fly on planes, travel, go to places like New York and Washington, even
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though we knew that dangerous things might happen there." Bingo! Cherish your
wilderness! We couldn't have put it better ourselves.

As a writing exercise, we have the students brainstorm "dangers" in their hometowns or
in their schools. These dangers can include tornadoes, rattlesnakes, mosquitoes, drug
dealers, school bullies, cafeteria food, or even a crazed newspaper delivery woman.
Students then choose one "danger" to write about, and they provide detailed instructions
to a tourist who wants to be safe in the face of this danger. These poems can be serious or
they can be quite comic. A few student examples are included below.

Student Poems:

You Are in Spaghetti Country

Avoid at all costs the house of the Grands
On the evenings they cook spaghetti
If you do enter, try your best not to eat
Make excuses if possible
Do something revolting to get kicked out
If offered a taste, punch the person and run
Sometimes eating is unavoidable
Stick to the salad and eat lots ofbread
Liquids will also fill you
There are three types that you should know about
The Dad variety is quite greasy and the noodles are a bit undercooked
It will definitely make you quite ill
The Mom kind is bland and the sauce is unseasoned
Put the fork down and back away slowly; the dog will eat it
The only acceptable kind is made by me
But it is quite elusive
Don't worry, though-it's only slightly worse than
A squirrel bite
You should recover within four to six hours

Kenny Grand
Emmet High School
Emmet, AR

You Are in 11th Grader Country

To avoid 11th graders never talk about
Their family. Never say their girlfriend
Is downright ugly. Never say their truck
Stinks and never say, "You stink." If you run
Into an 11th grader, always made sure you have
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Enough money and always, always, make sure
You are not surrounded by people so
You can run. That is how you do it.

Gilbert Ruiz
Carlisle Elementary School
Carlisle, AR

The Great Bird of Love-grades 2-5

The Great Bird of Love

I want to become a great night bird
Called The Zimmer, grow intricate gears
And tendons, brace my wings on updrafts,
Roll them down with a motion
That lifts me slowly into the stars
To fly above the troubles of the land.
When I soar the moon will shine past
My shoulder and slide through
Streams like a luminous fish.
I want my cry to be huge and melancholy,
The undefiled movement ofmy wings
To fold and unfold on rising gloom.

People will see my silhouette from
Their windows and be comforted,
Knowing that, though oppressed,
They are cherished and watched over,
Can turn to kiss their children,
Tuck them into their beds and say:

Sleep tight,
No harm tonight,
In starry skies
The Zimmer flies.

Paul Zimmer

Young children enjoy this poem by Paul Zimmer, in which the poet imagines that he is
"the Zimmer bird," a large, clumsy bird who circles towns and protects the people living
in them. We discuss the poem and ask the children what Zimmer's fantasy about being a
bird tells us about him. Would they like to meet Paul Zimmer? Usually they say yes.
What ifPaul Zimmer wanted to be a small gray bird who lived underground and only
came out once a month to forage for seeds, and hated people and pecked at them
whenever he saw them? Would they like him as much then?
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We ask students to close their eyes and think about an animal they would like to be. They
can be birds, fish, insects, lions, or even made-up animals, and they are invited to name
their animals after themselves like Paul Zimmer did. Then they decide what kinds of
qualities to ascribe to their animal. Their poems describe their animals and allow the
students to explore what they would do if they could take on powers such as flight.

Student poems:

The Water God

If I could be a water god
I would keep pollution from
Killing the fish like flies. I
Would swish through the
Water like a bar of soap
Slipping through your hands. I
Would help you float when
You're going to drown and
You would be safe from
Everything around.

Ben Hastetter
Vilonia Primary
Conway, AR

The Starkey Keeper

I am the Starkey keeper.
I used to be the grand vizier
OfZeus, but now I am a bird.
The one called Hera
Turned me into a bird
Forever. I punish ones
Who kill the atmosphere.
My gaze shoots flaming stars.
My wings create stars three times a year.
My flaming stars tum to comets.
I created Halley's Comet. Zeus will
Fry me if! don't do my job.
He will fry me.

James Starkey
Vilonia Primary
Conway,AR
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Concrete Mixers-grades 2-5

Concrete Mixers

The drivers are washing the concrete mixers;
Like elephant tenders they hose them down.
Tough gray-skinned monsters standing ponderous,
Elephant-bellied and elephant-nosed,
Standing in muck up to their wheel-caps
Like rows of elephants, tail to trunk.
Their drivers perch on their backs like mahouts,
Sending the sprays of water up.
They rid the trunk-like trough of concrete,
Direct the spray to the bulging sides,
Turn and start the monsters moving,

Concrete mixers
Move like elephants
Bellow like elephants
Spray like elephants,

Concrete mixers are urban elephants,
Their trunks are raising a city.

Patricia Hubbell

This poem by Patricia Hubbell is an example of a fairly elaborate metaphor that is
nonetheless very accessible for young children. It helps to have a picture of a concrete
mixer handy, so you can show the children the "elephant's" bulging gray belly, its trunk
like trough, and its thick wheels that may remind the children ofan elephant's big feet.
We read the poem and discuss all the many ways that the concrete mixers are like
elephants-they are of similar size and color, they both make loud bellowing noises, they
both spray water with their trunks, and they move in a similar slow, awkward way. We
can also compare the work the concrete mixers do--helping to build streets, bridges,
overpasses, and buildings-with the way elephants uproot trees with their trunks. Both
concrete mixers and elephants possess extraordinary strength.

After we discuss the poem, we brainstorm a list of machines. We remind students that a
machine is anything people build to do their work for them, and we encourage them to
think of small machines, such as staplers, blenders, and alarm clocks, as well as large
ones like cars, planes, and tractors. Once we've assembled a sizeable list, we ask the
students to choose a machine that interests them and then decide how they can compare
that machine to an animal. We challenge them to think not only about how the machine
and the animal look but also about the noises they make, the way they move, and about
other senses such as texture and smell. The important task here is learning to extend a
metaphor-to go beyond simply stating that a similarity exists and to really explore all
the possible implications of that similarity.
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Student poems:

The Otter Faucet

The way water falls
From a water faucet
Is like an otter swimming
In the ocean. The rumbling
Sound of the water hitting
The tub is like the otter
That bumps rocks as she
Goes down. They both
Slide very fast and
Swiftly as they go down.

The feeling of the rushing
Water is like an otter's
Fur. But it's funny how
A friendly otter would
Let you hold her but
Even friendly water won't
Let you hold it. An otter's
Fur is the color of dirty water.

Lauren Rice
Vilonia Primary
Conway, AR

Dirt Bikes and Birds

Dirt bikes are like birds. They jump off ramps
Into the air, just like a bird does off a high wall.

Their wheels are like a bird's feet, that way
They can run to get a good head start

Their handle bars are like wings and sometimes
They crash, just like a bird learning to fly.

Their engines' roar is just like an eagle's
Victory cry when it eats a fish that it
Caught, on the fly.

Chad Renfroe
Angie Grant Elementary School
Benton, AR
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Exploring Place-grades 5 and up

Place poems can be very effective. Here are two that are good to read aloud to the
students and talk about, The Idea ofDetroit and Florida:

Florida

The state with the prettiest name,
the state that floats in brackish water,
held together by mangrove roots
that bear while living oysters in clusters,
and when dead strew white swamps with skeletons,
dotted as ifbombarded, with green hummocks
like ancient cannon-balls sprouting grass.
The state full of long S-shaped birds, blue and white,
and unseen hysterical birds who rush up the scale
every time in a tantrum.
Tanagers embarrassed by their flashiness,
and pelicans whose delight it is to clown;
who coast for fun on the strong tidal currents
in and out among the mangrove islands
and stand on the sand-bars drying their damp gold wings
on sun-lit evenings.
Enormous turtles, helpless and mild,
die and leave their barnacled shells on the beaches,
and their large white skulls with round eye-sockets
twice the size of a man's.
The palm trees clatter in the stiff breeze
like the bills ofthe pelicans. The tropical rain comes down
to freshen the tide-looped strings of fading shells:
Job's Tear, the Chinese Alphabet, the scarce Junonia,
parti-colored pectins and Ladies' Ears,
arranged as on a gray rag of rotted calico,
the buried Indian Princess's skirt;
with these the monotonous, endless, sagging coast-line
is delicately ornamented.

Thirty or more buzzards are drifting down, down, down,
over something they have spotted in the swamp,
in circles like stirred-up flakes of sediment
sinking through water.
Smoke from woods-fires filters fine blue solvents.
On stumps and dead trees the charring is like black velvet.
The mosquitoes
go hunting to the tune of their ferocious obbligatos.
After dark, the fireflies map the heavens in the marsh
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until the moon rises.
Cold white, not bright, the moonlight is course-meshed,
and the careless, corrupt state is all black specks
too far apart, and ugly whites; the poorest
post-card of itself
After dark, the pools seem to have slipped away.
The alligator, who has five distinct calls:
friendliness, love, mating, war, and a warning-
whimpers and speaks in the throat
of the Indian Princess.

-Eiizabeth Bishop

The following poem, as you'll see, is not wholly appropriate for children. We've included
it in its entirety here, but you should feel free, as we do, to read only the portions of it that
you feel are acceptable for your students.

The Idea of Detroit

Detroit just sits there
Like the head ofa large dog on a serving platter.
It lurks in the middle of a continent
Or passes itself off as civilization
At the end of a rope.
The lumpiness of the skyline
Is the lumpiness of a sheet stretched over
What's left ofa tender young body.
Detroit groans and oppresses.
It amounts to Saturday night at the slaughter house,
And Sunday morning in bed
With a bag of bagels and the Special Obituary Supplement.
Air the color ofbrown Necco wafers,
A taste like the floor of an adult movie theatre,
The movement through the streets
That of a legless, wingless pigeon.
Detroit means lovers buying matching guns,
Visitors taken on tours of the foundries,
Children being born with all their teeth,
A deep scarlet kind of fear.
It breeds a unique bitterness,
One that leaves deep gashes in the tongue,
That doesn't answer telephones or letters,
That carves notches in everything,
That illustrates the difference between
'rise up singin' and 'sit down and shut your face.'
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It forms a special fondness for uncooked bacon,
For the smell of parking lots,
For police sirens as opposed to ambulance sirens,
For honest people who move their heads
Whenever they move their eyes.
Detroit is a greasy enchilada
Smeared across the face ofa dilemma,
The sanctuary ofthe living dead,
The home ofthe Anywhere-But-Here travel agency,
The outhouse at the end ofthe rainbow.
Detroit just sits there
Drinking can after can ofDupe beer,
Checking the locks on the windows,
Sighing deeply, knowing that nothing
Can save it now.

Jim Gustafson

After reading The Idea ofDetroit, ask the students what they remember from the poem.
What stands out? Most of what they remember will be sensory details. Be sure to point
this out. Also, in the poem, Detroit is personified as a woman. You will probably want
to discuss this with the students, but there is no need to use the word personification. We
often ask the students, "In the poem, what kind of person is Detroit?"

After discussing the poem, you will be ready to give your students some direction for
writing their own poems. Have them select a place they would like to write about. Then
provide the following guidelines. Each student will need to use at least one sensory detail
for each of the five senses in his or her poem. Also the students must describe their
chosen place as a person. They might want to make that person reflect the place they are
talking about, but they don't have to. The more surprising the person, the more chances
the poem will be an interesting one. And also if the person is somehow described in a
specific way (Georgia is a man who hides peanuts in his beard ofgray scribbles.).

Florida is another poem that might be used as a poem to set up the "Exploring Place"
activity, but note that in this poem, the place does not become a person. You might want
to leave out that component of the assignment if you choose Florida. Or you may use
both poems as lead-ins to the assignments. You can work with these poems to create the
most effective teaching strategy for your class.

Student poems:

Earle

Earle is a queen of wealth and heart.
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It is the touch of a dog's smooth fur, Earle
Is the smell of a wet dog flying around spreading stenches,
Earle is the sound of loud music.
It is the taste of cheese and anchovies.
It feels like a needle stuck in my arm.

Jerricka Boykins
Crawfordsville Elementary School
Crawfordsville, AR

Delightful Crawfordsville

Crawfordsville is a woman switching
Down the street toward the grocery store.
It is the touch of a woman's smooth skin.
Crawfordsville is the smell ofan ivory flower
Planted all around the roads. Crawfordsville
Is the sound of a hummingbird flowing away.
It's the taste ofa hot-pocket crunching in your mouth.
Crawfordsville is the sight of a sundae setting
On the counter of an ice cream shop.

Eddie Rogers
Crawfordsville Elementary School
Crawfordsville, AR

Blue Mountain, AR

Dirt roads winding
Left and right
Ponds almost black
From the mud
Trucks sputtering
Behind me
A trailer made of tin
And almost turning red
Roofs falling in

Grandma's house smelling
Like venison and baby food is cooking
She has apple
And other trees,
But the birds eat them before she picks.
When it rains
And the wind blows
The shutters creak like the Tin Man
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And the roofs leak like water being turned on.

HebaMehyou
Horace Mann Magnet Middle School
Little Rock, AR

Inventing a town-grades 7 and up

Another way to write poems about places is to invent towns, and use the details in the
town to set a mood for the poem. This exercise owes a huge debt to those suggested by
Richard Hugo in his book The Triggering Town. His idea, put simply, is that every poem,
regardless of its subject matter, depends on its setting to set a tone for the poem. Hugo
includes in his book a long list of "assumptions" one can make about an unfamiliar town,
things like "There is only one prisoner in the jail, and he is innocent," "The loneliest man
in town is the butcher. He feeds cats behind his shop but hates dogs and women," "I am
an eleven year-old orphan. Everyone in town goes to church but me," "This town is not
on any map," and so forth. After reading some of these assumptions to the class, and
asking them to describe the mood they thing each assumption would set for a poem about
that town, we read Hugo's "Degrees of Gray in Philipsburg," which deals directly with
some of the assumptions he includes in The Triggering Town.

We then begin a 5-10 minute prewriting exercise. The students write 7-8 assumptions of
their own. If they're stuck, we ask, What is scary in this town? Where is the most
peaceful place? Who is the most well-likedperson in the town? The most hated? and
similar questions. The idea is that students should not write about their own towns, or
about any other towns they know, although their experiences will certainly feed and
enrich their poems. Writing about a fictional setting seems to free students from the
typical adolescent complaints about their hometowns that often come up in student
poetry.

After they've written their assumptions, each student invents a persona through which the
town will be experienced in his/her poem (usually the concept of the persona-a
character other than the poet who tells the story of the poem in the first person-has
already been introduced by this point). Students also name their towns, often impressing
us with the evocative and revelatory names they create. Whenever they are ready, they
begin writing.

This exercise is a good place to reinforce what has already been taught about concrete
and specific language. Often, students begin their "town" poems with several lines of
wonderful detail, and then as they approach the end of their poems they are tempted
toward abstraction in an attempt to wrap their poems up on a profound note: "And there
is destruction everywhere," and that sort of thing. We tell students that their last line
should be the most interesting and surprising detail of the poem. The student who wrote
"The Town ofJulestone" (below) originally ended her poem with "But it's 1999 and
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we're still stuck in the Dark Ages." With just a brieflesson on closure, she revised her
last line and improved the poem considerably.

Degrees of Gray in Philipsburg

You might come here Sunday on a whim.
Say your life broke down. The last good kiss
you had was years ago. You walk these streets
laid out by the insane, past hotels
that didn't last, bars that did, the tortured try
of local drivers to accelerate their lives.
Only churches are kept up. The jail
turned 70 this year. The only prisoner
is always in, not knowing what he's done.

The principal supporting business now
is rage. Hatred of the various grays
the mountain sends, hatred of the mill,
the Silver Bill repeal, the best liked girls
who leave each year for Butte. One good
restaurant and bars can't wipe the boredom out.
The 1907 boom, eight going silver mines,
A dance floor built on springs-
all memory resolves itself in gaze,
in panoramic green you know the cattle eat
or two stacks high above the town,
two dead kilns, the huge mill in collapse
for fifty years that won't finally fall down.

Isn't this your life? That ancient kiss
still burning out your eyes? Isn't this defeat
so accurate, the church bell simply seems
a pure announcement: ring and no one comes?
Don't empty houses ring? Are magnesium
and scorn sufficient to support a town,
not just Philipsburg, but towns
of towering blondes, good jazz, and booze
the world will never let you have
until the town you came from dies inside?

Say no to yourself The old man, twenty
when the jail was built, still laughs
although his lips collapse. Someday soon,
he says, I'll go to sleep and not wake up.
You tell him no. You're talking to yourself
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The car that brought you here still runs.
The money you buy lunch with,
no matter where it's mined, is silver
and the girl who serves your food
is slender and her red hair lights the wall.

Richard Hugo

Student poems:

Copperhead

My frayed moccasins carry my travel-worn feet into town,
The town with grayed buildings and unpaved streets
Filled with the animal cries ofwomen and maybe men
Who need to be afraid and cry into the openness of stars and night.
The spirits loom above my hatless head,
Lying in the cracked window frames
In between broken pots ofcrayon-red flowers.
Bars house the men,
The men who belong to their wives no more.
On a barstool, troubles ease
Into the cold, brown liquid
Shining in its eagerness for gloom.
I'll only stay tonight, I think,
And then I'll move on to the next town.
No one notices my wandering eyes
In the midst of bright red skies of scorn.
I cannot stay-this town will devour me too.
Onward I will press.
If only my feet didn't sting when I walked,
And my back didn't cry from the splinters lodged throughout.

Rebecca McDaniel
Forrest City High School
Forrest City, AR

Habit: Population 103

I see my house.
I see my stinky bam.
Why doesn't the pig sleep?
Does she not like her bed?
I will share mine.
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Mommy takes me for ice cream.
The woman who steals people's hair
Ears baby animals.
Where did you hear that?
Big brother told me.

Can we go to the toy store?
No, it's closed.
Let's watch the movie
About the mermaid.
Only after your bath.

I use my crayon to write,
But only my eyes can see
The imaginary words scrambled across
The gigantic walls of my bedroom.
Mommy is mad.

It's time for bed.
God has turned the lights off
I hear the monsters whispering
Under my bed.
The Boogie Man's shadow stares at me until I'm asleep.

Haisley Hunter
Wynne High School
Wynne, AR

The Town of Julestone

I'm an outgoing 21 year-old looking for fun in a town as
Dead as a graveyard.
Some say let's go to the local diner
It closes when the sun goes down.
There are mainly children and elders that live in this
Town of farmers and homemakers.
Julestone's streets are empty and quiet as a deserted parking lot.
The only life is when the harvest comes
In October. But then and only then is when
We celebrate the coming of good crops.
All clothing is made by Mrs. Fickel and
Mr. Charles-they own the only sewing machines
In a town of90. The only gas station
Still sells gasohol. No electricity. No phones.
Just word of mouth and bullhorns. We've
Tried to rebel and make things better, but it's
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1999 and we're still making our own paper.

Nynechia Fleming
Forrest City High School
Forrest City, AR

The Magic stone (after Richard Bugo}-grades 2-6

Toward the end ofhis book Making Certain it Goes On, Richard Hugo has several poems
about magic stones ofvarious colors. Each stone has a different kind ofmagic, and Hugo
uses the colors, and whichever feelings and powers they seem to evoke for him, to
determine what kind of magic to assign each stone. He also gives the reader instructions
on how to handle each stone-some must be coddled and complimented in order to work
their magic properly; others prefer to be ignored.

We read "Brown Stone" and "Blue Stone" to the students, and we discuss the various
magical powers possessed by each stone. Then we brainstorm other items besides stones
that might have magic if they came in unusual colors. Usually these are items from
nature-a tree, a cloud, a deer antler, a mosquito. Then we brainstorm a list of colors,
trying to elicit interesting color words-turquoise, amber, crimson, burnt sienna, etc. We
ask the students not to pair items with colors they really come in-no green grass, red
tulips, etc. It is the pairing of the object with an unusual color that creates the "magic."

Next, the students write poems that imitate Hugo's. We ask them to include the kinds of
magic their object possesses, as well as instructions on how to care for the object. Other
things the students might include is where the object came from and what might happen
to it to make it lose its powers.

Brown Stone

A brown stone ifbrown a certain way
and held up to the sun glows a healthy bronze.
Keep a brown stone in plain sight always,
on your sill, or a paperweight
on your desk. Act friendly to the stone.
Smile. Touch. Even pat its brown hand
and say "good stone, good," though of course
be alone when you do. Don't get a reputation:
"Creep with pet rock," or "Passing
around the bend and not coming back."
A brown stone is also the name of a kind
ofhouse in the eastern U.S., built once
for the wealthy and still in high priced use.
Don't be confused. The brown stone I speak of
is a brown rock about the size ofyour ear.
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It has a subtle magic. If you rub
and compliment it it will tum you
handsome and, like the stone,
you'll want to be where you can be seen.
Get a sun tan. Swim your body hard.

Richard Hugo

Blue Stone

The blue stone is only one piece
of a huge blue stone no one can find.
A blue stone is anything but
a blue stone. It is a speck of sky
in your hand or a tiny bit of sea.
Of all stones, it contains
the most magics. It can veer your life
away from poverty to riches. It can grow a tree
exactly where you need shade. Just rub
a blue stone and make a wish. A blue stone
becomes the blue marble shooter
you won all those marble games with.
I always act indifferent
around blue stones, sort of nonchalant
like I feel they're nothing special.
That way they work best for me.
I avoid cold faces and cruel remarks.
When I sail a blue stone downwind into
the long blue day, armies start marching.
When I find the stone, armies stop.
When I sail a blue stone into the wind
that sometimes precedes a rain in Montana
and then find the stone and pick it up
a bird sings blue rain.
Days I can't find a blue stone
no matter where I look, I know they've returned
every one to the big blue mountains,
somewhere unmapped and roadless
that can't be seen from the air.

Richard Hugo
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Student poem:

The Sky-Blue Deer Antler

Take a sky-blue deer antler
And hide it in a secret chest.
Use it to save you in battle.
Don't waste its power. Use it
To get you out of rage. Dip
Its points in clear flowing water
To calm your madness.

Chris Peterson
Jimmy Brown Elementary School
Star City, AR

The Un-Self-Conscious Body Part-grades 4 and up

This exercise is based on Pablo Neruda's poem "To the Foot From Its Child." We only
read the first two stanzas of the poem out loud, and those stanzas are included below.
The point is to get the students to identify what it is the foot "thinks" it is: an apple, a
butterfly. If the students are younger, we might make it silly; the older students get
caught up with the imprisonment issue (the shoe).

Next, with the students, generate a list ofbody parts. Do this before the explanation of
the exercise is given by asking each student to think up three bodl parts. Encourage
them to think not only externally, but also internally. Also, for 5 grade and up, you will
need to remind students to be appropriate to the classroom setting. Go around the room
and have every student say one body part. This gives every student the sense of
contribution, even if they are afraid to read their final poem aloud.

Then, have each student pick one part and "imagine what the body part would be if it
weren't attached to the body." Ask questions: Where does it work? Who does it hang out
with? What is its favorite food? Where does it go on vacation? What kind ofmusic
does it listen to? Tell the students everything in the poem should be false. In other
words, the lips should be drag car racers and not pop singers. With a little
encouragement and direction, the students really do amazing things with this poem.

To the Foot from Its Child
(first two stanzas)

The child's foot doesn't know yet that it's a foot,
and wants to be a butterfly or an apple.

But then stones and pieces of glass,
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streets, ladders,
and the paths of the hard earth
go on teaching the foot that it can't fly,
that it can't be a round fruit on a branch.
The child's foot then
was overcome, it fell
in the battle,
was a pnsoner,
condemned to live in a shoe.

-Pablo Neruda

Student Poems:

The Eyes Do Not Know Yet They Are Eyes

Imagining celestial bodies flying sideways through
A skeletal lighthouse, the light flickering
From the moths flying in front of it.
When the gauze is removed from the
Burned head of the angel, they saw
Their immaculate reflection in the mirror
By the light of the moon not noticing the
Stench ofhell claimed by the fish and
Swan droppings along the hot highway.

Keith Strickland
Dover High School
Dover, AR

The Lung Doesn't Know It's a Lung

It thinks it's a god who controls the sky.
It wants to be a flame or a prisoner.
He likes to eat the frozen mist in winter.
He likes taking photographs of the
Bread covered with mold.
Even though he doesn't have much
Energy he still plays with treasure.

Ethan Murphy
West Fork Middle School
West Fork, AR
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Elimination Dance--grades 4 and up

This exercise is based on Michael Ondaatje's poem, "Elimination Dance." We've selected
those passages best suited for children. The copy of the entire poem is in his book, The
Cinnamon Peeler. This is an evolving poem (he's not even sure he calls it a poem). The
poem is based on a dance in which the caller decides, seemingly randomly, who should
not be allowed to continue dancing. Then to segue into the poem, we explain how the
poet imagines whom he would eliminate from "the dance of life" (yes, very corny, but the
kids love it).

The exercise is obvious. Ask the students to write an elimination dance of their own.
Usually it works well to recommend a certain number of selections, say eight. A lot of
times it helps to put a word bank on the board. Pitfalls to avoid: Students who eliminate
people in the room (i.e. "Any girl whose name starts with J and is wearing a pink
sweater"). Instruct them to think crazy, be very specific and to think of groups that might
not include people-v'All squirrels who hide acorns after November 12th

. "

Elimination Dance (excerpts)

Those who are allergic to the sea

Men who shave off beards in states, pausing to take photographs

American rock stars who wear Toronto Maple Leaf hockey sweaters

Those who (while visiting a foreign country) have lost the end of a Q tip in their ear and
have been unable to explain their problem

All actors and poets who spit into the first row while they perform

Men who fear to use an electric lawn-mower feeling they could drowse off and be
dragged by it into a swimming pool

Any dinner guest who has consumed the host's missing contact lens along with dessert

Those who have filled in a bilingual and confidential pig survey from Statistics Canada.
(Une enquete sur les pores, strictement confidentielle)

Those who have accidentally stapled themselves

Those who have unintentionally locked themselves within a sleeping bag at a camping
goods store

Those who have woken to find the wet footprints of a peacock across their kitchen floor
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Those who have come across their own telephone numbers underneath terse insults of
compliments in the washroom of the Bay Street Bus Terminal

Anyone who has testified as a character witness for a dog in a court of law

--Michael Ondaatje

Student Poems:

Elimination Dance

Anyone who has heard echoes they could not explain
Anyone whose shoe taps at the cheese carnival in Germany
Anyone who has dreamed ofnever returning to our time on earth
Anyone who the light captured
Anyone whose ink: has ruined their best mohair sweater
Anyone who night flies have watched over their well being
Anyone who the black ofnight helps believe
Anyone who the coast washed away
Anyone who has walked into another realm
Anyone who has washed their hands in blood
Anyone who has looked at the beyond and dreamed ofa new beginning
Anyone who glowed at night

Elizabeth Rash
Bald Knob Middle School
Bald Knob, AR

Elimination Dance

All Earth people who pretend to laugh.

Damsels who have locust orchids.

People with old pet snakes swimming in a flooded bank:.

People who have been hit by a walnut flung by a squirreL

People who unfolded a dream in October.

People who chuckle at fairytales like memories.

Abby Graupner
West Fork Middle School
West Fork, AR
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Elimination Dance

People that travel great distances
To get geese thawed out.

Men that have cloth maps and live in
A cabin in Denver.

Women that wear faded clothes
And live by the Nile and have no light.

Children that see page 180 in their
Geography books and show them to others.

Colt McBeth
West Fork Middle School
West Fork, AR

REVISION TECHNIQUES

Pruning

The following short poem was written by WITS teacher James Katowich for the purpose
of illustrating how to cut "little" words from poems and focus on the poem's strong
nouns and verbs:

The Polar Bear

The blind polar bear looked like a beggar.
In fact, he sat with his paws held out
Just like for money. His paws
Were yellow and dirty. They were as big
As tennis rackets.

After writing this poem on the board, we ask the students which words are essential to the
poem, and which can be eliminated without changing the meaning of the poem. The
students quickly see that we need the nouns and verbs, as well as many ofthe adjectives,
but that we can easily eliminate little words like "the," "in fact," and "they were." The
result is usually a poem like this one:
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The Polar Bear

Blind, a beggar, his paws
Yellow, dirty, as big
As tennis rackets, held out
As if for money.

After this illustration, the students can work on the drafts of their own poems, eliminating
any words that don't directly contribute to the imagery of the poem. Here is a student
poem that has been pruned by its author:

My Daughter's Prom

She comes down a spiral staircase
Red velvet dress
Glistening in the spotlights
Erect like an ice sculpture

Amanda Porter
Centerpoint High School
Amity, AR

At the End of the Line

Most young children can fit between three and six words per line of loose leaf paper, and,
because they have not been instructed otherwise, they understand the edge ofthe page as
the limit of their thoughts. As WITS instructors, we want to redefine their ideas of
boundaries, and let them know that the lines in their poems can be as long or as short as
they want them to be. The best way to do this is with a discussion of the line as a unit of
poetry.

Students understand what most poems look like on the page-they know to expect that
"the writing will not go all the way to the end." This is good, but even better is for them
to realize that they have decisions to make at the end of each line. With older students we
discuss the line as a unit of sound, sense, and syntax; with younger children, we talk
about placing strong nouns and verbs at the end of the lines or about breaking the lines so
the words can be read more than one way.

If we have a lot of time, we may use two poems to discuss the ways in which lines can
operate. One of the poems, "We Real Cool," by Gwendolyn Brooks, is short enough to
write on the board twice, which is necessary to the exercise.
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We Real Cool
THE POOL PLAYERS
SEVEN AT THE GOLDEN SHOVEL

We real cool. We
Left school. We

Lurk late. We
Strike straight. We

Sing sin. We
Thin gin. We

Jazz June. We
Die soon.

The poem above would not exist without the line breaks just as they are. The "we"
hanging from the end of every line creates a sense of forward motion-a visual
enjambment which is made even more obvious by the absence of "we" in the final line of
the poem. After seeing the poem on the board, hearing us read it, and then reading it with
us, students come to an understanding ofhow the placement of language has a bearing on
the sound and meaning of the poem. This is even more obvious when we rewrite the
poem without the proper breaks:

We Real Cool
THE POOL PLAYERS
SEVEN AT THE GOLDEN SHOVEL

We real cool.
We left school.

We lurk late.
We strike straight.

We sing sin.
We thin gin.

We jazz June.
We die soon.

In this pattern, the energy of the poem is lost. When we read it aloud to the students, their
sense of the problems with these lines becomes almost physical-they recognize that our
voices start off strong and fade at the end of each line of the poem.

Another way to introduce a discussion of line breaks is by writing several lines of poetry
into a single line across the top of the chalkboard and reading the words aloud. After this,
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discuss the possibilities of the words on the board and the different meanings the words
can have when presented in different ways.

We like to use the following four lines from the poem "Thanks" by YusefKomunyakaa.
The poem is printed in its entirely at the end ofthis section.

Thanks for the dud hand grenade tossed at my feet outside Chu Lai. I'm still falling through its silence.

After we write the lines on the board and discuss their meaning (Why is he thankful for a
dud hand grenade? Because dud hand grenades don't explode, so he didn't die. Where is
Chu Lai? It's a city in Vietnam. YusefKomunyakaa was a soldier during the Vietnam
War. What does he mean by 'falling through its silence'? The silence ofthe dud hand
grenade is, in a sense, the rest ofthe poet's life. Since the grenade was silent, the poet
was able to live his life.), we ask for three volunteers to decide how they would break the
lines for the best meaning, and we copy their versions of the lines on the board. Usually
they come up with the following versions, plus one or two surprises:

Thanks for the dud hand grenade
tossed at my feet outside Chu Lai.
I'm still falling through its silence.

Thanks
for the dud hand grenade tossed
at my feet outside Chu Lai.
I'm still falling
through its silence.

We discuss the merits ofeach option, commenting that breaking the poem into neat, even
phrases as the first option does allows for easy comprehension, while isolating words and
short phrases in the second version allows us to emphasize certain important words. We
make it clear that there is no right or wrong answer, but that there are many ways to
organize the words into compelling poetry.

Before we show the students the way Komunyakaa breaks the lines (see below), we zero
in on the word "still." In the poem, the line break falls on this word: "I'm still / falling
through its silence." We ask the students what "still" means, and they say it means that
something is continuing, ongoing.

Right. But what else does it mean? It means standing still. Motionless.

Right. Does that apply here? What does the poem mean ifwe take "still" to mean
motionless?

The students consider this question, and usually we see gleams of recognition on their
faces as they picture what happens to the speaker of the poem when the grenade lands at
his feet.

What happens when a grenade lands at your feet? How long do you have to live? About
three seconds (even young students almost always know this).

Do you have time to run away? No.
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Often we'll dramatize this-we'll imagine that a grenade has just landed at our feet, and
we stare down at it and count down from three. Do you see what I'm doing? I'm still. I'm
too scared to run, and 1'm sure 1'm going to die. Do you think "still" could have two
meanings in this poem? Do you see how the line break helps the reader to see that?

At this point, we have the students revise poems they've already written. Sometimes the
poems were written as paragraphs, without breaks at all, and the students can think about
how they want their poems to look on the page, and about how to maximize the effects of
the words in their poems.

Here are some student poems that make particularly good use of line breaks, as well as
some which share the incantatory nature of Gwendolyn Brooks' poem:

Untitled

roots of a tree
just want to make me jazz
roots of a tree
just want to make me dance
roots of a tree
just want to make me sing
roots of a tree
just feel like I'm on a stage full of spotlights

Beth Williams
Lonoke Middle School
Lonoke, AR

Untitled

black and blue
see you through
black attack
blue run back
squeeze in a sack
or in my back or
on a rack
black and blue the color crew

Valencia Hawkins
Lonoke Middle School
Lonoke, AR
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The Neighborhood

Think of overgrown grass
Tall and tough.

Think of a grandmother
Who hangs her clothes outside.

She hears a gunshot
And does not look up.
Think of ripping paint

In a house that not one cares to remove
And replace.

Think of children's games, and laughter.
Block parties and friends,
Memories made and things forgotten.
Think of the neighborhood.

Kelli Wicks
Central High School
Little Rock, AR

Black

If I were black
I would be the night sky
The Indian's black hair swaying
In the air in war
The black lead on the tip of a pencil
Sliding on the paper.

Tyler Cummings
Orr Elementary School
Fort Smith, AR

And here's the Komunyakaa poem:

Thanks

Thanks for the tree
between me & a sniper's bullet.
I don't know what made the grass
sway seconds before the Viet Cong
raised his soundless rifle.
Some voice always followed,
telling me which foot
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to put down first.
Thanks for deflecting the ricochet
against the anarchy ofdusk.
I was back in San Francisco
wrapped up in a woman's wild colors,
causing some dark bird's love call
to be shattered by daylight
when my hands reached up
& pulled a branch away
from my face. Thanks
for the vague white flower
that pointed to the gleaming metal
reflecting how it is to be broken
like mist over the grass,
as we played some deadly
game for blind gods.
What made me spot the monarch
writhing on a single thread
tied to a farmer's gate,
holding the day together
like an unfingered guitar string
is beyond me. Maybe the hills
grew weary & leaned a little in the heat.
Again, thanks for the dud
hand grenade tossed at my feet
outside Chu Lai. I'm still
falling through its silence.
I don't know why the intrepid
sun touched the bayonet,
but I know that something
stood among those lost trees
& moved only when I moved.

Yuse!Komunyakaa
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